ABSTRACT. We study the Dirichlet to Neumann operator of the∂-Neumann problem, and the relation between the∂-Neumann boundary conditions and the Dirichlet to Neumann operator.
INTRODUCTION
The∂-Neumann problem is an example of a boundary value problem with involving an elliptic operator but whose boundary conditions lead to non-elliptic equations. In order to conclude Sobolev estimates for the solution to the∂-Neumann problem control (of L 2 -norms) over derivatives in all directions must be obtained, but the boundary conditions of the problem disadvantage one direction. The boundary conditions contain the boundary value operator, the Dirichlet to Neumann operator (DNO), giving the boundary values of the outward derivative of the solution to a homogeneous Dirichlet problem. In some cases (for example the case of strictly pseudoconvex domains) the DNO allows for some control of the disadvantaged direction, in other cases of weak pseudoconvexity, the situation is more delicate. The purpose of this article therefore, is to study the DNO of related to the∂-Neumann problem with particular emphasis on the resulting boundary equations.
The DNO will be written as a pseudodifferential operator acting on a boundary distribution, and our first results are a reworking of results of Chang, Nagel, and Stein in [1] . It is well known that to highest order the DNO is given by the square root of the highest order tangential terms in the elliptic interior operator. The highest two orders of the DNO are calculated, as in [1] , and reduce to those results in a special case. The approach of [1] could be used here as well to calculate the DNO, but we take another approach outlined in [4] based on pseudodifferential operators on domains with boundary, an approach which was useful in calculating the symbol of the normal derivative to the Green's operator, as well permitting similar calculations and estimates in the situation of piecewise smooth domains [5] . Relations among operators comprising the DNO, as well as other derived boundary value operators in the boundary conditions are essential in the construction of a solution to the∂-problem if a solution operator to∂ b is assumed in [3] . We further demonstrate in this paper the persistence of the non-elliptic character of the∂-Neumann conditions. In Section 7, we examine what happens when a perturbation is made of the elliptic operator of the problem. This change naturally also leads to a different DNO, however as we shall see the associated boundary condition is essentially the same (and non-elliptic!). The boundary operator can be approximated by Kohn's Laplacian, b . This suggests that the∂-Neumann problem can be solved by inverting the b operator and that the∂-problem can be solved by using a solution operator for∂ b . This approach to∂ is taken up in [3] . Most the work presented here was undertaken while the author was at the University of Wuppertal and the hospitality of the University and its Complex Analysis Working Group is sincerely appreciated. The author particularly thanks Jean
Ruppenthal for his warm and generous invitation to work with his group. A visit to the Oberwolfach Research Institute in 2013 as part of a Research in Pairs group was also helpful in the formation of this article, for which the author extends gratitude to the Institute as well as to Sönmez Ş ahutoglu for helpful discussions.
NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
We fix some notation used throughout the article. Our notation for derivatives is ∂ t := ∂ ∂t . We also use the index notation for derivatives: with α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) a multi-index ∂ α
x n . Multiplication of derivatives with −i come in handy when dealing with symbol expansions of pseudodifferential operators and we will use the notation D α x to denote −i∂ α x . We let Ω ⊂ R n be a smoothly bounded domain and define pseudodifferential operators on Ω as in [12] : Definition 2.1. We denote by S α (Ω) the space of symbols a(x, ξ) ∈ C ∞ (Ω × R n ) which have the property that for any given compact set, K, and for any n-tuples k 1 and k 2 , there is a constant c k 1 ,k 2 (K) > 0 such that
Associated to the symbols in class S α (Ω) are the pseudodifferential operators, denoted by Ψ α (Ω). If u ∈ E ′ (Ω), we can define u ∈ E ′ (R n ) by using an extension by 0, and then define the Fourier Transform of the extended u. We denote the transform of the extended distribution simply by u(ξ). The definition of pseudodifferential operators on a domain Ω is given by Definition 2.2. We say an operator A : E ′ (Ω) → D ′ (Ω) is in class Ψ α (Ω) if A can be written as an integral operator with symbol a(x, ξ) ∈ S α (Ω): ( 
2.1)
Au(x) = 1 (2π) n R n a(x, ξ) u(ξ)e ix·ξ dξ.
In our applications in this article we will be dealing with operators defined on all of R 2n applied to functions defined on Ω (but which can be extended by 0 to the whole space). The operators on Ω will thus be the composition of the restriction
to Ω operator with the pseudodifferential operators defined on R 2n . If we let χ j be such that {χ j ≡ 1} j is a covering of Ω, and let ϕ j be a partition of unity subordinate to this covering, then locally, we describe a boundary operator
on supp ϕ j . Then we can describe the operator A globally on all of Ω by
The difference arising between the definitions in (2.1) and (2.2) is a smoothing term [12] , which we write as Ψ −∞ u, to use the notation of Definition 2.2.
While Ψ α (Ω) will denote a class of operators, the use of Ψ α will be used to refer to any operator in class Ψ α (Ω). Furthermore, operators defined on the boundary of a domain will be denoted with a subscript b. For instance, if A ∈ Ψ α (∂Ω) we write A = Ψ α b . In our use of Fourier transforms and equivalent symbols we use cutoffs in order to make use of local coordinates, one of which being a defining function, denoted by ρ, for the domain. We use to indicate transforms in tangential directions. Let p ∈ ∂Ω and let (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , ρ) be local coordinates around p, (ρ < 0). Let χ p (x, ρ) denote a cutoff which is ≡ 1 near p and vanishes outside a small neighborhood of p on which the local coordinates (x, ρ) are valid. Then with u ∈ L 2 (Ω) we write
We also use the notation when describing transforms of functions supported on the boundary. With notation and coordinates as above, we let u b (x) ∈ L 2 (∂Ω) and write
We want to apply pseudodifferential operator techniques to vector fields on a smoothly bounded domain Ω ⊂ C n . Let ρ be a smooth defining function for Ω
(Ω = {z ∈ C n : ρ(z) < 0}), normalized so that |∇ρ| = 1 on ∂Ω. We choose an orthonormal basis of (1, 0) forms, ω 1 , . . . , ω n in which ω n = √ 2∂ρ, and we denote L 1 , . . . , L n the vector fields respectively dual to the ω j .
, and T 0 = T| ∂Ω . If we choose a boundary point p we can choose local coordinates, as above, in a neighborhood of p such that L n has the form
Similarly, in a neighborhood of p, we can represent the L j vector fields as
. In Fourier space we use ξ to denote the dual variables to the x coordinates, ξ i corresponding to x i for i = 1, . . . , 2n − 1, and η dual to ρ. To help distinguish the complex tangential behavior, we set ξ 2 L to be given by
We use the standard decomposition of the Fourier transform space to separate three microlocal neighborhoods (see for instance [2, 7, 8, 10] ). We let ψ + , ψ 0 , and ψ − be a smooth partition of unity on the unit ball, |ξ| = 1. We choose the functions so that ψ + has support in ξ 2n
We extend the functions radially, so that, in particular, they satisfy |∂
outside of some compact neighborhood of ξ = 0. This last property ensures that ψ + , ψ 0 , and ψ − are in the class of symbols, S 0 (R 2n−1 ). Cutoffs are also introduced so that (using the same notation for the functions) ψ 0 ≡ 1 on a neighborhood of ξ = 0 contained in |ξ| < 1. The radial extensions from the unit circle together with the support of ψ 0 near 0 are then to form a partition of unity of the transform space, i.e., ψ + + ψ 0 + ψ − = 1 for all ξ ∈ R 2n−1 . The operators corresponding to the symbols, ψ + , ψ 0 , and ψ − , will be denoted by Ψ ν + , Ψ ν 0 , and Ψ ν − , respectively.
As mentioned above, we take an approach to calculating boundary value operators based on a pseudodifferential calculus for domains with boundary worked out in [4] . In particular, we will make use of the results detailing the behavior of functions which result from the application of pseudodifferential operators (in R 2n ) to distributions supported on the boundary of the domain, as well as certain operators applied to distributions with support in the whole domain (which can be thought of as a distribution on all of R 2n with an extension by 0). Let us recall here a few results from [4] . The results in [4] were stated for half-planes and these will be applied to domains Ω ⊂ C n ≃ R 2n , using local coordinates (x, ρ) with ρ < 0 defining the domain. We first define certain operators which appear in taking inverses to elliptic operators:
have the property that for any N ∈ N, it can be written in the form
where
with q i (x, ρ, ξ) themselves, as well as the imaginary parts, Im q i , symbols of pseudodifferential operators of order 1 (restricted to η = 0) such that for each ρ, Res η=q i σ(B) ∈ S k+1 (R 2n−1 ) with symbol estimates uniform in the ρ parameter. We call such an operator, A, a decomposable operator.
The first theorem is taken from Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 of [4] . 
We also have the following useful Lemmas. 
3.∂-NEUMANN PROBLEM
We look more closely at the∂-Neumann problem, u = f , where
For f a (0, q)-form, the equation u = f comprises a system of equations, and we write our equations in matrix form. We use the convention of writing indices with increasing entries: a particular index of length q, J = (j 1 , . . . , j q ), is ordered according to j l < j m for l < m. For the matrix we consider the ordering of two indices, J 1 = (j 11 , j 12 , . . . , j 1q ) and J 2 = (j 21 , j 22 , . . . , j 2q ), according to J 1 < J 2 if j 1k < j 2k for the first k such that j 1k = j 2k , and
The rows (and columns) of the matrix are in order of increasing indices. Thus, for instance, if we denote J 1 = (1, 2, . . . , q), the (1, 1)-entry of the matrix corresponds to the action on u J 1 which results in a form whose component isω J 1 . Similarly, with J 2 = (1, 2, . . . , q − 1, n), the (n − q + 1, 1)-entry of the matrix corresponds to the action on u J 1 which results in a form whose component isω J 2 , etc.
We want to calculate in general a J th row of the matrix of operators describing . We thus need to know which forms would result in aω J term when some input form is given into . Let J = (j 1 , . . . , j q ) with j m = k, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, for some m. We use the notation Jk to denote the index of length q − 1 (j 1 , . . . , j m−1 , j m+1 , . . . , j q ). We further use the set notation Jk ∪ {l} to denote the index of length q (we assume the case l = j i for 1 
with ϕ some test function, where the · · · refers to terms whose contraction with ω Jk results in 0 (and which contain aω l component). And thus
where here the · · · refers to terms which upon contraction withω J result in 0 as well as zero order terms.
We note that the calculations also show
Similarly, to calculate∂ * ∂ u klωJk∪{l} we start with
Jk∪{l} J∪{l} u kl ω J∪{l} modulo terms whose contraction withω J∪{l} result in 0. As in (3.2), we havē
modulo terms whose contraction withω J result in 0, which when applied to∂u klωJk∪{l} above, yields
where the . . . refers to terms whose contraction withω J result in 0 as well as terms of order 0. And similarly,
Adding (3.4) and (3.6) yields u JωJ :
The two cases can be combined into the single expression
We now add (3.3) and (3.5) to obtain u klωJk∪{l} . To simplify the result we note
We thus can write, by adding (3.3) and (3.5), 
THE DIRICHLET TO NEUMANN OPERATOR
The Dirichlet to Neumann operator (DNO) is the boundary value operator giving the outward normal derivative of the solution to a Dirichlet problem. We look at the DNO corresponding to the operator 2 . We study the solution, v, which solves
and we obtain an expression for ∂v ∂ρ (modulo smooth terms) near a given point p ∈ ∂Ω in terms of g b .
If χ p is a smooth cutoff function with support in a small neighborhood of p and χ ′ p a smooth cutoff such that χ ′ p ≡ 1 on supp χ p , we have
The term Ψ 1 (χ ′ p v) above arises due to derivatives falling on the cutoff function χ p . The use of the cutoff function allows us to consider the equation locally, and is equivalent to using pseudodifferential operators with symbols defined in local coordinate patches, with one of the coordinates given by ρ. We thus consider v to be supported in a neighborhood of a given boundary point, p ∈ ∂Ω.
To study the operator and the associated boundary operators, we consider the
In a small neighborhood of a boundary point, which we take to be 0 ∈ ∂Ω, we write the vector fields, L j in local coordinates as in (2.3):
. Also we recall from Section 2, the representation of L n :
We use the symbol notation
The second order terms of the (diagional matrix) operator in from Proposition
Expanding this operator using (4.2) and (4.3), we write in local coordinates
where l jk = O(x), and modulo first order terms. We define the operator Γ to be given by the terms without a ρ factor on the right hand side:
Then we have
We use the Kohn-Nirenberg notation, σ j to denote the part of a symbol homogeneous of degree j in ξ and η in its symbol expansion. Let us now denote
We now collect the second order O(ρ) terms from 2 in an operator, τ, i.e.
, and all tangential first order operators in the expression of the operator 2 as in Proposition 3.1 into a pseudodifferential operator, denoted A. We also denote by the operator S the zero order operator which is multiplication by the (matrix) coefficient of ∂ ∂ρ in the operator 2 . With the notation v| ρ=0 = g b (x), the equation 2 v = 0 can be written locally as
The Dirichlet to Neumann operator (DNO) is defined here as the boundary operator producing the boundary values of the outward normal derivative of the solution to the Poisson equation 2 v = 0, with boundary values v = g b on ∂Ω. In the equation (4.5) above, the DNO can be found by solving for ∂ ρ v ρ=0 .
We rewrite (4.5) using Fourier Transforms, extending (4.5) to R 2n by 0. Let E denote the extension by 0. The term E • Γv can be written
For ease of notation, we will disregard the extension operator, E, and instead use the subscript int to signify an operator is to be applied to the extension by 0 to R 2n of a distribution defined in Ω. With this convention, we write
where Γ on the left-hand side is to be understood as an operator Γ :
composition with E, and where
The term S ∂v ∂ρ can be written
where similarly the left-hand side is understood to be composed on the left by E, and where
is a diagonal matrix (of smooth functions).
We now rewrite (4.5) as
where v is understood to be extended by 0 to all of R 2n . Γ int is an elliptic operator on R 2n and so we can apply an inverse to Γ int :
modulo smoothing terms. The idea behind our calculations of the DNO is to write
this expansion into the first integral on the right-hand side of (4.6), set ρ = 0 in (4.6), and equate terms with the same order, or, equivalently, of the same degree in Ξ(x, ξ) (see [1] for another approach).
We first prove a Proposition about the Poisson operator, giving the solution, v, above. In order to consolidate the various smoothing terms which arise, we write R −∞ b to include the restriction to ρ = 0 of any sum of smoothing operators in Ψ −∞ (Ω) applied to v, or smoothing operators in Ψ −∞ b (∂Ω) applied to the boundary values g b or ∂ ρ v| ρ=0 . We also write R −∞ to include any sum of smooth-
(such terms can thus be estimated in terms of smooth boundary terms, see Theorem 2.4) as well as smoothing operators in
Estimates for the Poisson operator corresponding to an elliptic operator were worked out in [4] . In those results, the highest order term of the DNO was also calculated. The calculations here follow those in [4] to find the Poisson operator corresponding to . As the operator, , is slightly different than the operator considered in the author's earlier work (namely in the first order terms), and as the Poisson operator will be used to obtain the lower order terms of the DNO, we go through the calculations in detail, obtaining first an expression for the Poisson operator, and then calculating the DNO.
We define the Poisson operator corresponding to as the solution operator, P,
We assume the classical results guaranteeing existence and uniqueness of a solution.
Proof. From (4.6), we have modulo
locally, in a small neighborhood of the origin; we recall, using the pseudodifferential analysis, we consider v to have compact support in a neighborhood of a boundary point, which we take to be the origin, and the pseudodifferential operators are also composed on the left with cutoffs with support in a neighborhood of the origin; see the discussion in Section 2 as well as the discussion following (4.1).
For ease of notation, we omit the writing of the cutoffs. We will also omit mention of the smooth R −∞ terms, inserting them again at the end of the calculations.
We note the terms Γ To handle the term
we write the operator τ using the form of its symbol
and we rearrange (4.8) as
as the terms involving the operators S and A are included in the last two remainder terms. We then bring the second term on the right to the left-hand side:
For small enough ρ (which, without loss of generality, can be assumed by choosing the cutoffs defining the pseudodifferential operators appropriately small) the symbol
is non-zero, and so (shrinking the support of v if necessary) we can apply a parametrix of the operator with symbol (4.11) to both sides of (4.10). We note the symbol of such an operator is of the form 1 + O(ρ), where the second term is a symbol of
From Lemma 2.5 we have that
Returning to (4.12) we write
The expression above is locally confined to a neighborhood of the origin, but using coverings and a partition of unity (as in the explanation in (2.2)) we can obtain an expression for v on all of Ω. Then inverting an operator of the form I − Ψ −1 gives an expression for v on Ω:
as a vector-valued relation, with matrix-valued pseudodifferential operators.
Using the residue calculus, we can take an inverse transform in (4.13) with respect to η. For ρ → 0 + , we have
where we apply Lemma 2.6 to the terms with operators R • Ψ −3 and R • Ψ −2 in the second step. We can now invert the operator with symbol 1/2|Ξ(x, ξ)| and solve for ∂ ρ v| ρ=0 :
locally, in a small neighborhood of the origin. Alternatively, we could in a similar manner use the residue calculus to take an inverse transform with respect to η in (4.13) and calculate for ρ → 0 − with the same result.
For the term Ψ 1 b • R • Ψ −1 v we insert (4.14) in the argument:
(4.15) above leads to the well-known result that the DNO is a first order operator on the boundary data, with principal term |Ξ(x, ξ)|:
Again, using a covering and the local expressions to obtain a global relation, 
where |D| is defined as the first order operator with symbol locally given by
We can now insert (4.16) in (4.13) and obtain in a small neighborhood of the
which we write as
We thus obtain
From the proof of the Theorem we also have the principal symbol of the operator Ψ −1 acting on g b × δ(ρ); it is given locally by (the diagonal matrix) 
Proof. We note the L 2 estimates for the Poisson operator, P(g) L 2 (Ω) g b L 2 (∂Ω) (see for instance [9] ).
For R −∞ , we have by definition
for any s ≥ 0. We can estimate boundary values of a term, ∂ ρ u ∂Ω j by assuming support in a neighborhood of ∂Ω intersected with Ω and writing
where D 2 t is a second order tangential operator, and φ 1 and φ 2 are smooth with support in the interior of Ω. From interior regularity, we have
Thus, applying a tangential smoothing operator to both sides and integrating yields
Hence,
The estimates for R −∞ b follow similarly.
Theorem 4.3. Let P be the Poisson operator on Ω for the system (4.7).
Then for s ≥ 0
Proof. We use the representation P(g) = 
We now want to write out the highest order terms included in Ψ 0 b (g) in (4.20). That is to say, writing
and we want to calculate an expression for the operator Λ 0 b . Recall in (4.6) we had the relation
we can write the relation as
where Θ + is defined by
The pseudodifferential calculus also yields the principal term of the Ψ −2 operator in (4.21). The operator arises in the expansion of the symbol for the inverse, Γ
And so the principal symbol of the Ψ −2 operator in (4.21) is given by
For the term Λ 0 b , we set ρ = 0 in (4.21) and look at the terms of order −1 in  Ξ(x, ξ) . The first term, Θ + leads to a term which is homogeneous of order 0 in |Ξ(x, ξ)|. We go through the other terms individually. For the operator with symbol as in (4.22) we calculate
Next, we have
For terms involving v we use the expression
modulo smoothing terms as in Theorem 4.1.
With (4.23), and s 0 (x) := s(x, 0), we thus have
modulo lower order terms. Note that any O(ρ) terms from an expansion of s(x, ρ) = s 0 (x) + O(ρ) lead to lower order terms by Lemma 2.5. Next,
modulo lower order terms. Similar to the calculation involving Γ
modulo lower order terms, where a 0 (x, ξ) = σ(A) ρ=0 .
For the term, Γ
where the · · · means lower order terms or smoothing terms. Hence, modulo lower order terms, we have
where τ jk 0 (x) := τ jk (x, 0), and thus
again, modulo lower order terms. Integrating over η and setting ρ = 0 yields
b g b and smoothing terms. We can now read off the symbols homogeneous of degree -1 with respect to |ξ| in (4.21):
Solving for σ(Λ 0 b )(x, ξ) yields the Proposition 4.5.
Finally, we can state the 
This is the same as Theorem 1.2 in [1].
THE ZERO ORDER TERM
In this section we will look at the zero order term of the DNO, and note its possible vanishing under the hypothesis of a weakly pseudoconvex domain. The vector field (L n − L n )/2i will play a special role in the following sections and the behavior of the boundary value operators in its direction will be studied now. We use the terminology transverse tangential to refer to a vector field which is tangential and transverse to the complex tangent space (also called the vector field of the "missing direction" or the "bad direction" in the literature).
We start by recalling our notation used in writing N − . Let N − 1 denote the operator which is given by the principal (first order) symbol of N − , homogeneous of degree 1 in |Ξ(x, ξ)|, where Ξ(x, ξ) is given in (4.4):
For the zero operator, we write the symbol a 0 (x, ξ) in Theorem 4.6 according to
From Theorem 4.6, the zero order operator, denoted by N − 0 , has symbol given by
in a neighborhood of a boundary point, which we assume to be 0 ∈ ∂Ω. Recall the functions s 0 , α 
occurring in Proposition 3.1 i) to the A operators, we handle the case l = n separately (again, assuming n / ∈ J):
where T 1 is defined to be ∂ ∂ρ , T at ρ = 0 (see also (5.8) below). We will be interested in the transverse tangential component of the first order vector field at ρ = 0 of −2L n L n , that is, in
We use < ·, · > to denote the interior product of two vector fields. To ease notation we will also use the notation of the dot product to denote the interior product in what follows. Thus
We could calculate this term explicitly, but we will not need to; it will eventually cancel out with another term in the DNO.
2) and write
We also use the representation
where the γ k j have the property that
for the delta function δ kl = 1 for k = l and δ kl = 0 for k = l, and
At the boundary point 0 ∈ ∂Ω, we can write
where we use
we can write the coefficient of the transverse tangential vector field, T, in the ex
where | · | L refers to the length with respect to the Levi metric, which is define by
where the · · · refer to second order terms with coefficients in O(x) or first order terms which upon contraction with T result in O(x) functions. And similarly,
Thus the transverse tangential component to be included in the operator A of the first order vector fields from
From the first order operators in Proposition 3.1, we see there are also the T components to be included in the operator A given by
We now move to the operator τ. From Proposition 3.1, τ is a diagonal operator.
Let us calculate the asymptotic behavior of the entries of the symbol of τ for large |ξ 2n−1 |. Recall that in the τ operator, we collected all the second order tangential derivatives with coefficients which are O(ρ). We expand
We specifically want, τ 2n−1,2n−1 , the coefficient of
As we mentioned earlier, we will have no need to calculate explicitly the interior product.
Furthermore, we can handle the last term in (5.2) by noting that 
give the entries for the Levi matrix, and assuming without loss of generality that the Levi matrix is diagonal (at the given point 0 ∈ ∂Ω), the contributions of such components in the transverse tangential direction are O(x). The non-diagonal
In the expression for the zero order term of N − we write (b J ) J to mean the diagonal matrix whose (J, J) th entry is given by b J . All terms in the expression for σ(N − 0 ), with the exception of error terms, will be diagonal matrices. Using 
(Ω) to u = f . As the operator consists of∂ * operators, boundary conditions arise on u so as to fulfill conditions regarding its inclusion in the domain of∂ * . The∂-Neumann is the boundary value problem
with boundary conditions
The first boundary condition u⌋∂ρ = 0 is just u J = 0 on ∂Ω for any J such that n ∈ J. For the second condition involving∂u, we notē
where · · · refers to terms with noω n component.
Assuming the boundary condition u⌋∂ρ = 0, we have∂u⌋∂ρ = 0 is equivalent to
We write the solution u in terms of a Green's solution and Poisson solution:
where the operators G and P satisfy
respectively. The J th component will be written
where u b,J is the J th component of u b .
From [4] (Theorem 3.3), we use the the property that
modulo smoothing terms. The boundary condition (6.1) for J ∋ n can therefore be written as 
and as ξ 2n−1 → −∞, we see
We could also at this point proceed to calculate each of the c J Jn , but as we will see, these will also cancel in what follows. We will denote the zero order operator 
,
. We collect our results in the following Proposition Proposition 6.1. The boundary equation for the∂-Neumann problem has the form
and Υ 0 J,J is a psedodifferential operator of order 0, whose symbol has the property
and Υ 0 J,K is a psedodifferential operator of order 0, whose symbol has the property
At this point, we take a moment to review how previous work on inverting the Kohn Laplacian, b , defined on the boundary, could be useful in solving (6.5 ). An inverse to b in the case of strictly pseudoconvexity was studied in [6] , and we first relate our boundary equation (6.5) to that of [6] . We simplify our equation, throw-
terms (for the purpose of illustration only) and
We now apply the operator
We first note some properties of the operators involved. Consider the first order 
modulo S −∞ (∂Ω). We also write the operator 
Then the expression for Ξ 2 (x, ξ) gives
which, combined with the expression in (6.10) above, yields (for the (J, J)-entry)
Furthermore,
for |ξ L | ≪ |ξ 2n−1 |, and ξ 2n−1 < 0, modulo lower order symbols. (6.9) is thus reduced to studying
modulo first order operators with symbols which can be made arbitrarily small in a microlocal neighborhood of the boundary point 0 ∈ ∂Ω for |ξ L | ≪ ξ 2n−1 .
In the highest order, this is just the Kohn Laplacian, b which, under the hypothesis of strict pseudoconvexity, can be inverted by analyzing the operator on the Heisenberg group, as in [6] , or in the case of finite type by considering relations of commutators of the vector fields, L k and their conjugates, as in [11] . The problem in the case of weak pseudoconvexity is that the means to control derivatives in the direction of T, namely through commutators of the vector fields, L j , with vector fields, L k , is no longer available. One of the immediate difficulties in using the method of applying the boundary operator 1 √ 2 N − 1 + iT 0 as above leading to (6.9) is that the resulting highest order symbol,
is not elliptic. It is missing estimates from below by the ξ 2n−1 transform variable.
In other words, an estimate of the form
for |ξ L | ≫ 1 does not hold. It still may be possible to obtain information of the solution to (6.5) if it were possible to obtain a lower order estimate, an estimate of the first order terms of (6.9) of the form
and use the missing first order estimate as a (weaker) substitute for an elliptic second order estimate. This idea is used in [5] to obtain (weighted) estimates of the boundary solution.
The aim of the next sections is to show how persistent the absence of ellipticity in the boundary equation is.
VARIATIONS OF THE OPERATOR
In this section we consider operators obtained from the operator by adding additional terms. In particular, we let φ be a function supported near the boundary and with φ =∂∂ * +∂ * ∂ • (1 + φ), we consider the boundary value problem:
with the boundary conditions,
holding on ∂Ω. The first condition ensures u ∈ dom(∂ * ) and the second that
We first look at the case φ only depends on ρ: φ = φ(ρ), and φ(0) = 0, and we use the notation from the previous sections. In this case the condition∂ (1 + φ)u ⌋∂ρ = 0 can be written
Combined with the first boundary condition, u⌋∂ρ = 0, and recalling φ(0) = 0, this yields
At first sight, a hold on regularity appears possible, in light of the discussion at the end of Section 6, as the term L n φ allows for a strictly positive (diagonal) addition to the Υ 0 J operator. We repeat the steps of the previous sections to obtain an expression of (7.2) in terms of the complex tangential vector fields, L j ; as before, the main calculation concerns the DNO.
To recall, we write u J as a sum of solutions to Dirichlet problems, the solutions written in terms of Green's operator and a Poisson operator (for the analogues to the systems, (6.2) and (6.3), with replaced by φ ):
Also, we have
and
We can now rewrite (7.2) as N φ,− + iT 0 lead to a first order term whose symbol is non-vanishing in the support of ψ − . We thus examine the term σ 0 (N φ,− ).
For φ = 0, we have Theorem 4.6. In the case φ = φ(ρ) = 0 we examine the changes induced on the DNO. To highest order, the operators φ and are identical, so we determine the operators, S φ , A φ , and τ φ , (and their corresponding symbols) with which φ v can be written as in (4.5) 
where S, A, and τ are the operators from Section 4, and the · · · in the expression for τ φ refer to second order terms which are O(ρ), and are compositions with at least one L k or L k for k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} (this also holds true in the case n ∈ J, although is not needed). We now examine the contributions from the φ function to the DNO. Using Returning to the boundary conditions, we see how the additional terms from the DNO coming from the added φ(ρ) function affect the boundary equations (7.1). The first condition, u⌋∂ρ remains the same, and is equivalent to u J = 0 if n ∈ J. We recall the second condition written as in (7. as in (6.5) of Proposition 6.1, with Υ 0 J sharing the same properties as those of (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8).
